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WELCOME LETTER
Dear Colleagues,
It is our great honour and pleasure to invite you all to the 6th Congress of the European Academy
of Paediatric Societies, EAPS 2016. This time EAPS will take place in the beautiful and thriving
city of Geneva.
The combined efforts and talents of the best and brightest minds in paediatrics have turned this
biannual event into a major educational and research platform, attracting high quality presentations
that have subsequently appeared in leading publications.
The Congress is organised by the three societies: the European Academy of Paediatrics (EAP),
the European Society for Paediatric Research (ESPR) and the European Society of Paediatric
and Neonatal Intensive Care (ESPNIC). In addition, for EAPS 2016, we are very happy that six
other important European paediatric societies have accepted our invitation to join as collaborating
societies: the European Society of Neonatology (ESN), the European Respiratory Society (ERS),
the European Society for Paediatric Anaesthesiology (ESPA), the European Society for Paediatric
Gastroenterology, Hepatology and Nutrition (ESPGHAN), the European Society for Emergency
Medicine (EUSEM) and the European Society for Paediatric Infectious Diseases (ESPID).
The Congress’ most important content is, as always, the free papers. Submitted abstracts to
EAPS 2016 are guaranteed to facilitate robust debates, thoughtful conversations and fruitful
collaborations, with the future of paediatrics being greatly enhanced as a result.
 here will of course be plenary talks given b
T
 y world-class authorities with a broad paediatric
relevance. It will also be possible for representatives of the participating societies to submit
suggestions for society designated sessions. We also want to highlight the pre-congress courses
on Thursday and Friday (October 20-21), where the organising societies offer training courses
and courses for continuing professional development/education. Indeed, the Congress programme
will have something to offer to everyone. The promotion and advancement of quality paediatric
care and training worldwide has a powerful advocate in EAPS 2016. Its compelling and
comprehensive scientific programme will unveil the latest research and analysis in the field, as
presented by a renowned international faculty. Being set in Geneva, EAPS 2016 will also give
us a lot of time and opportunities for networking and relaxation.
Situated along the banks of Lake Geneva at the foot of the Alps, Geneva sparkles as one of
Europe’s most beautiful cities. The city of Geneva is a cultural centre second to none featuring
world class entertainment, top rated restaurants and unlimited opportunities for recreation.
Mark your calendars for EAPS October 21-25, 2016!
We are looking forward to welcoming you all there.
Best Wishes,
Tom Stiris
Chair, Organising Committee

Pierre Tissieres
Chair, Scientific Committee
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ABOUT THE CONGRESS
The European Academy of Paediatrics (EAP)

The European Society of Paediatric and Neonatal Intensive Care (ESPNIC)
The European Society for Paediatric Research (ESPR)

THE EUROPEAN ACADEMY OF PAEDIATRICS (EAP)
The European Academy Of Paediatrics EAP not only is a Paediatric Society made of European
and non-European paediatricians, but it also represents the Paediatric Section of UEMS (European
Union of Medical Specialists) composed of delegates from European national and specialist
paediatric societies and as such, represents the official political voice for children and paediatricians
throughout Europe.
The European Academy of Paediatrics exists to promote the health of children and young people
in Europe. It aims to improve standards in training, service and research and to represent the
professional interests of paediatricians in the EU. It incorporates the section of paediatrics of
the European Union of Medical Specialists and therefore has influence in the political arena to
advocate for children and young people as well as for the profession.
EAP basically wants that all infants, children, adolescents, and young adults who live in Europe,
regardless of race, creed, social condition or environmental circumstances, attain their optimal
physical, mental, and social health and well-being; all this by making sure that there is an
adequate workforce of appropriately trained physicians who are capable of administering the
best possible care to children. Our vision is to make this possible. Our mission is to provide
practical assistance in assuring that the physicians who will be taking care of children will be
competent to do so.

THE EUROPEAN SOCIETY OF PAEDIATRIC AND NEONATAL
INTENSIVE CARE (ESPNIC)
The European Society of Paediatric and Neonatal Intensive Care (ESPNIC), is a non-for- profit
organisation dedicated to the care of the critically ill children and newborns.
Our society is comprised of Nurses, Doctors and Allied Health Professionals who are committed
to share knowledge, improve the quality of paediatric and neonatal intensive care; and devoted
to highly promoting multidisciplinary collaboration at the European and International level and
meeting the members’ needs giving them a voice at the European and International level.
In this endeavour, ESPNIC is dedicated to promoting and advancing the art and science of
paediatric and neonatal intensive care and raising awareness amongst professionals of the
field, European and International organisations through a wide range of activities including
annual congresses, training programmes, teaching courses and network opportunities with the
leading experts in the fields of PICU & NICU.
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THE EUROPEAN SOCIETY FOR PAEDIATRIC RESEARCH (ESPR)
The European Society for Paediatric Research (ESPR)was founded in 1958 and is one of the
oldest European Societies. ESPR is a dynamic and vibrant group of researchers into childhood
and its associated conditions.
Through its successful premier Journal and evolving responsibilities, ESPR aims at promoting
paediatric research in Europe and encouraging collaboration between different fields of paediatrics
to maintain paediatrics as a unified, scientifically orientated discipline. The Society now numbers
> 500 members.
The European Society for Neonatology (ESN) represents neonatology in Europe. ESN works
to improve the care and treatment of the newborn infant by facilitating and harmonising education
of neonatologists, accrediting training centres and organising annual training courses. ESN has
a close partnership with the Neonatal Online Training in Europe (NOTE) programme. NOTE
collaborates with the University of Southampton.
ESN aims at strengthening its role by increasing the number of members and to further our
collaborations with other organisations and societies to improve the care and treatment of the
newborn infant, such as EFCNI, UENPS and EAPM.
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CONGRESS DETAILS
Venue
PalexpoRoute
François-Peyrot , 30CH-1218
Grand-Saconnex, Geneva
Tel: +41 22 761 11 11
Website: http://www.palexpo.ch/en

Registration and Accommodation
As the official organiser for EAPS, Kenes International is pleased to welcome you to Geneva
and to offer special reduced hotel and group registration rates.
Please visit www.kenes.com/paediatrics for updated information.

Visa
Some participants may require a visa to travel to Switzerland. Participants are requested to
check with the Swiss consulate or diplomatic mission in their home country. It is the responsibility
of the participant to obtain a visa with no commitment from the organisers to provide any financial
support.

Abstracts
Abstract submission for poster and platform presentations will shortly be available on the
Congress website.

Liability and Insurance
The Congress Secretariat and organisers cannot accept liability for personal accidents or loss
of or damage to private property of participants, either during or indirectly arising from the EAPS
2016.

Language
The official language of the Congress is English. 					

Organisers/ Secretariat
Kenes International
Rue François-Versonnex 7,
1207 Geneva, Switzerland
Phone: +41 22 908 0488 		
Fax:
+41 22 906 9140

Sponsorship and Exhibition Sales
Noa Freilich Pollack
Tel: +41 22 908 0488 Ext. 900
Fax: +41 22 906 9140
Email: nfreilich@kenes.com
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CONGRESS OBJECTIVES
EAPS 2016 will bring together leading scientists, public health experts, policy-makers to translate
recent momentous scientific advances into action that will address paediatric medicine, research
and neonatal care, within the current context of significant global economic challenges.
EAPS 2016 will have a positive impact on the Paediatric response globally with the following
objectives:
• To bring together the world’s scientific experts to catalyse and advance scientific knowledge
about Paediatrics and Neonatal Care, present the most recent research findings, and
promote and enhance scientific collaborations around the world.
• To bring together community leaders, scientists, and policy leaders to promote and enhance
programmatic collaborations to more effectively address regional, national and local
responses to Paediatrics and Neonatal Care around the world and overcome barriers that
limit access to prevention, care and services.
• To engage key, new and non-traditional stakeholders throughout the world in the development
of and participation in the Congress Programme.
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LOCATION AND VENUE
THE CITY OF GENEVA
Geneva is the second most populous city in Switzerland (after Zürich) and is the most populous
city of Romandie, the French-speaking part of Switzerland. Situated where the Rhône exits Lake
Geneva, it is the capital of the Republic and Canton of Geneva.
The municipality (ville de Genève) has a population (as of June 2014) of 196,257, and the
canton (which is essentially the city and its inner-ring suburbs) has 479,158 residents. In 2011,
the compact agglomération franco-valdo-genevoise (Greater Geneva or Grand Genève) had
915,000 inhabitants in both – Switzerland and France (< 30 mins distance). Within Swiss territory,
the commuter area named “Métropole lémanique” contains a population of 1.25 million. This
area is essentially spread east from Geneva towards the Riviera area (Vevey, Montreux) and
north-east towards Yverdon-les-Bains, in the neighbouring canton of Vaud (< 60 mins distance).
Geneva is a global city, a financial center, and worldwide center for diplomacy due to the presence
of numerous international organisations, including the headquarters of many of the agencies of
the United Nations and the Red Cross. Geneva is the city that hosts the highest number of
international organisations in the world. It is also the place where the Geneva Conventions were
signed, which chiefly concern the treatment of wartime non-combatants and prisoners of war.
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PALEXPO IN GENEVA
Palexpo, Geneva’s exhibition and convention centre, offers 106,000 m2 of interconnected
event space close to Geneva international airport and the city’s rail station. Palexpo is
also easily accessible by motorway from the rest of Switzerland as well as from France,
Italy and Germany, and offers on-site parking for 2,800 vehicles.
The centre’s dynamic team offers a broad range of services and its seven halls host
exhibitions, conventions, shows and sporting events continuously throughout the year. Palexpo
also provides a high-quality catering service offering a wide choice of meals at competitive
prices.
Since it first opened in 1981, Palexpo has continued to modernise its infrastructure and expand
the range of services it offers.
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TARGET AUDIENCE
Expected attendees: 3,500
•
•
•
•
•

Tertiary care
Academic
Research
Hospital based paediatricians and Primary care paediatricians
Paediatricians who would like to make sure they are up to date with state-of-the-art paediatrics

PREVIOUS EAPS 2014, BARCELONA STATISTICS
Top 20 Countries
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Participants by Age

Professional Interest

Participants by World Regions
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Participants by Work Place

Participants by Professional Role
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EAPS 2014 SPONSORS & EXHIBITORS
GOLD SUPPORTERS

SILVER SUPPORTERS

BRONZE SUPPORTERS

SUPPORTERS
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EAPS 2014 LIST OF EXHIBITORS
COMPANY

BOOTH

COMPANY

BOOTH

Actelion Pharmaceuticals Ltd

15

International Biomedical AG

28

ACUTRONIC Medical Systems AG

36

iScreen Vision, Inc.

33

Aerogen

40

Kanmed AB

37

Karger

47

American Academy of Paediatrics

27B

Archives of Disease in Childhood (BMJ)

48

Loop together with HemoPhotonics S.L.

32

Atom Medical Corporation

14

Medela AG

25

Baxter Healthcare SA

8

Medin Medical Innovations GmbH

34

Berlin-Chemie AG

5

Miris

27

Bionix Medical Technologies

21

Nature Publishing Group

49

CareFusion

13

Natus Medical Incorporated

16

Chiesi Farmaceutici S.p.A.

6

Neomed Innovative Medical Ventures

Clarity Medical Systems, Inc.

39

Neotech Products, Inc

41

Council of International Neonatal Nurses
(COINN)

44

Nestlé Nutrition

2

Dr. Willmar Schwabe Pharmaceuticals

9

Nonin Medical, Inc.

17

Drägerwerk AG & Co. KGaA

7

OPEN Paediatrics

30

EAP-European Academy of Paediatrics

51

ORPHAN EUROPE

19

Sanoﬁ Pasteur MSD

10

EFCNI – European Foundation for the Care
of Newborn Infants

43

SenTec AG

35

ESPNIC- European Society of Paediatric
and Neonatal Intensive Care

Sidra Medical and Research Center

38

51

Sigma Tau S.P.A.

18

ESPR- European Society of Paediatric
Research/ European society of Neonatology

51

SLE Ltd

23

Springer

42

EuroPaediatrics 2015

29

Thermo Fisher Scientiﬁc

4

Fisher & Paykel Healthcare SAS

45

VYGON

46

Fritz Stephan GmbH Medizintechnik

22

Wiley

31

HAMILTON MEDICAL AG

24

Wisepress Medical Bookshop

26

HemoPhotonics S.L. (together with Loop)

32

Xenios AG

12

Interact Medical

50
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CME ACCREDITATION
Commitment to the Highest Standards in CME/CPD
Kenes is committed to being a valuable and knowledgeable partner in the design and delivery
of educationally strong, independent, transparent, and effective CME/CPD programmes. Kenes
is a proud member of the Good CME Practice Group (gCMEp), a member organisation contributing
to improving health outcomes by:
•
•
•
•
•

Championing best practice in CME
Maintaining and improving standards
Mentoring and educating
Working in collaboration with critical stakeholders
For more information, visit: www.gcmep.eu

International CME Accreditation
An application will be submitted to the European Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical
Education (EACCME) for CME accreditation of this event. The EACCME is an institution of the
European Union of Medical Specialists (UEMS): www.uems.net. For further information please
visit the congress website at www.paediatrics.kenes.com.
Industry Sponsored Symposia
Industry Sponsored Symposia are offered to industry as non-CME commercial/promotional
sessions. As such, companies are free to choose their topics, invite speakers, and control
content. However, topic and programme are subject to approval by the scientific committee and
all such sessions will be indicated in the programme as: Industry Sponsored Symposium (not
included in the main event CME/CPD credit offering).
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PRELIMINARY PROGRAMME
As of August 9th 2015, Subject to change

October 21, 2016

Friday
08:30 - 16:00

Industry
Industry
Symposium 1 Symposium 2

16:00 - 17:30
17:30 - 19:00

Opening
Ceremony

19:00

WELCOME RECEPTION

October 22, 2016

Saturday

Member
Submitted
Symposium

08:00 - 09:00
09:00 - 10:00

Member
Submitted
Symposium
BREAK

Session 1

Session 2

Session 3

12:00 - 13:00
13:00 - 14:30
14:30 - 16:00

Master Class 1 Master Class 2

Plenary

10:00 - 10:30
10:30 - 12:00

)17:00 - 08:30(
ESN Teaching
Course II

Industry
Symposium 3

Session 4

Session 5

Session 6

Session 7

Session 8

Session 7

Session 8

Poster symposium sessions 8
Lunch, Poster Viewing,
Exhibition
Session 1

16:00 - 17:00

Session 2

)13:20-14:20( )13:20-14:20(
Industry
Industry
Symposium 4 Symposium 5
Session 3

Session 4

)13:20-14:20(
Industry
Symposium 6
Session 5

Session 6

COFFEE BREAK, POSTER VIEWING, VISIT EXHIBITION & POSTER DISCUSSION

17:00 - 17:45

Session 1

18:15 - 19:45

Industry
Symposium 7

Session 2

Session 3

Session 4

Session 5

Session 6

Session 7

Session 8

October 23, 2016

Sunday

Member
Submitted
Symposium

08:00 - 09:00

Member
Submitted
Symposium

Master Class 1 Master Class 2

09:00 - 10:00 IPRD Plenary
10:00 - 10:30
10:30 - 12:00

BREAK
Session 1

Session 2

Session 3

12:00 - 13:00
13:00 - 14:30
14:30 - 16:00

Session 4

Session 5

Session 6

Session 7

Session 8

Session 7

Session 8

Session 7

Session 8

Poster sumpoisum sessions 8
Lunch, Poster Viewing,
Exhibition
Session 1

Session 2

16:00 - 17:00

)13:20-14:20( )13:20-14:20(
Industry
Industry
Symposium 4 Symposium 5
Session 3

Session 4

)13:20-14:20(
Industry
Symposium 6
Session 5

Session 6

Free Communications & Poster Discussion

17:00 - 17:45

Session 1

18:15 - 19:45

Industry
Symposium 8

Session 2

Session 3

Session 4
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Session 5

Session 6

October 24, 2016

Monday

Member
Submitted
Symposium

08:00 - 09:00

Member
Submitted
Symposium

Free
09:00 - 10:00 Communications,
Late Breakers
10:00 - 10:30
10:30 - 12:00

Master Class 3 Master Class 4

Free Communicationss
COFFEE BREAK, POSTER VIEWING, VISIT EXHIBITION & POSTER DISCUSSION

Session 1

Session 2

Session 3

Session 4

Session 5

Session 6

12:00 - 13:00

Poster sumpoisum sessions 8

13:00 - 13:30

LUNCH, POSTER VIEWING, EXHIBITION

13:30 - 14:30

Plenary: Joint
Investigator
Prize Session
EAP
ESRP Young
Investigators Investigators
Presentations Presentations

15:00 - 16:00
16:00 - 17:00
Session 1

Session 2

Session 3

Session 1

10:00 - 10:30
12:00 - 13:00

Session 4

Session 5

Session 6

Session 7

Session 8

October 25, 2016

08:00 - 09:00

10:30 - 12:00

ESRP Young
Investigators
Presentations

COFFEE BREAK, POSTER VIEWING, VISIT EXHIBITION & POSTER DISCUSSION

Tuesday

09:00 - 10:00

Session 8

The Bengt
Robertson
Award

Plenary

14:30 - 15:00

17:00 - 18:00

Session 7

Session 2

Member
Submitted
Symposium

Member
Submitted
Symposium

Session 3

Session 4

Master Class 5 Master Class 6
Session 5

Session 6

COFFEE BREAK
Plenary
CLOSING CEREMONY AND PRIZE PRESENTATIONS
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Session 7

Session 8

CATEGORIES OF SPONSORSHIP
You will be given a sponsorship category status dependent upon the total amount of your
sponsorship contribution. The total contribution will consist of sponsored items such as
advertisements, industry sponsored symposia, sponsorship items and exhibition space (excluding
storage space). You will benefit from outstanding advantages linked to your sponsorship category.
Status will be allocated as follows: ES OF SPONSORSHIP

CATEGORY

MINIMUM CONTRIBUTION

GOLD Sponsor

Total Sponsorship contribution from €70,000

SILVER Sponsor

Total Sponsorship contribution from €40,000 - €69,999

BRONZE Sponsor

Total Sponsorship contribution from €20,000 - €39,999

SPONSORSHIP BENEFITS
Benefits will be allocated to sponsors based on the following table:

GOLD
Sponsor

SILVER
Sponsor

BRONZE
Sponsor

Congress registrations

10

5

3

One insert in the congress bags

*



-

Sponsor’s logo with hyperlink on
Congress website







Sponsor’s logo in the Final
Programme







A printed acknowledgement in
categories in the Final Programme







Acknowledgement on Sponsors’
Board on-site







BENEFITS

Branded items will carry company logos only. No product logos or advertisements
are permitted.
* Option to “upgrade” the Advertisement for a reduced price.
** The amount of an exhibition space will not to be included in the calculation of the sponsorship
Categories.
*** All Acknowledgements and Advertisements are subject to receipt by publishing date.
**** Advertisements in printed material are subject to EACME regulations and subject to change.
***** Advertisements in the Final Programme will be included in the Industry Support and Exhibition Section.
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EDUCATIONAL SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
UNRESTRICTED EDUCATIONAL
GRANT IN SUPPORT OF AN
OFFICIAL SESSION

ABSTRACT CD-ROM/USB

These sessions are Scientific Congress symposia
accepted or invited by the EAPS Scientific
Advisory Board and supported by a grant from
industry or others:
• Support will be acknowledged in the industry
support and exhibition section of the programme,
on the event website and with signage during the
event

The CD-ROM/USB will contain all the 2016
Conference Abstracts.
Distributed to all participants from the Sponsor’s
exhibition booth. An exchange voucher (printed by
the Sponsor) will be placed in the Congress bags.
• Exclusive advertisement on the exchange voucher
• CD Cover will be provided by the event organiser
with the event branding
• Support will be acknowledged on the CD cover
as “Supported by...” and a company logo only
• Support will be acknowledged in the industry
support and exhibition section of the programme,
on the event website and on signage during the
event

E-POSTER AREA									
Kenes e-Posters are a unique combination of scientific posters and interactive content. An e-Poster is
an electronic version of the traditional paper poster and is shown at dedicated digital stations at the
event.
E-Posters create unique networking and engagement opportunities and generate participants’ interest
and good exposure for authors. The highly trafficked e-Poster
terminals located in prime locations will allow attendees to
access the electronic presentations easily and conveniently.
E-poster sponsorship support includes:
• Signage at the entrance to the e-Poster area with “Supported
by...” and a company logo only
• Signage, “Supported by...” and a company logo only on each
individual e-poster station, on the “sail” as shown in the photo
below
• Support will be acknowledged in the Industry Support and
Exhibition section of the programme, on the event website,
and with signage during the event

E-PROGRAMME BOOK								
The E-Book will give web access to the final programme allowing attendees access to the final programme
on their mobiles or computer.
• Sponsor’s acknowledgement at the entrance to the E-Posters area with “Supported by...” and a company
logo only
• Support will be acknowledged in the industry support and exhibition section of the programme, on the
event website and with signage during the event
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PROMOTIONAL SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
PLENARY INDUSTRY SPONSORED SYMPOSIUM				
Sponsorship of a Congress Symposium in a Plenary Hall, up to 90 minutes, programme subject to the
approval of the Congress Scientific Committee.
 Time Slots:
Saturday, October 22 at 18:15-19:45
Sunday, October 23 at 18:15-19:45
Monday, October 24 at 18:15-19:45
• Includes: hall rental, standard audio/visual equipment, display table
• Permission to use the phrase: “Official Congress Symposium of the European Academy of Paediatric
Societies”
• Inclusion of Sponsor’s Symposium invitation in the participants’ Congress bags* (printed by the Sponsor)
• Symposium programme will be included in the industry section of the Final Programme (subject to
receipt by publishing deadline)
• Indicated in the programme as: Industry Sponsored Symposium (not included in the main event CME/
CPD credit offering)
• Support will be acknowledged in the industry support and exhibition section of the programme, on the
event website and with signage during the event

For Illustration only

Speakers will be invited by the Sponsor. Travel costs, accommodation and registration fees of the
speakers will be covered by the Sponsors. This also applies in the case where the Symposium speakers
have already been invited by the Congress.
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PARALLEL INDUSTRY SPONSORED SYMPOSIUM
(Up to 3 companies at a time)
Sponsorship of an Official Industry Sponsored Symposium in a Parallel Hall, up to 60 minutes, programme
subject to the approval of the Congress Scientific Committee.
 Time Slots:
Friday, October 21 at 16:00-17:30
Saturday, October 22 at 13:30-14:30
Sunday, October 23 at 13:30-14:30
• Includes: hall rental, standard audio/visual equipment, display table
• Permission to use the phrase: “Official Congress Symposium of the European Academy of Paediatric
Societies”
• Inclusion of Sponsor’s Symposium invitation in the participants’ Congress bags* (printed by the Sponsor)
• Symposium programme will be included in the industry section of the Final Programme (subject to
receipt by publishing deadline)
• Indicated in the programme as: Industry Sponsored Symposium (not included in the main event CME/
CPD credit offering)
• Support will be acknowledged in the industry support and exhibition section of the programme, on the
event website and with signage during the event

For Illustration only

Speakers will be invited by the Sponsor. Travel costs, accommodation and registration fees of the
speakers will be covered by the Sponsors. This also applies in the case where the Symposium speakers
have already been invited by the Congress.
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MEET THE EXPERT SESSION
An expert chosen by the sponsoring company discusses a product to a small audience of participants
(up to 140). The Sponsor will be responsible for the expert’s costs and any catering for the participants.
 Time Slots:
Saturday, October 22 at 08:00-09:00
Sunday, October 23 at 08:00-09:00
Monday, October 24 at 08:00-09:00
• Opportunity to brand the meeting room
• Opportunity to place an invitation in the participants’ Congress bag (provided by Sponsor)
• Meet the Expert sessions will be indicated in the programme as: Meet the expert (not included in the
main event CME/CPD credit offering)
• Support will be acknowledged in the industry support and exhibition section of the programme, on the
event website and with signage during the event
Speakers will be invited by the Sponsor. Travel costs, accommodation and registration fees of the
speakers will be covered by the Sponsors. This also applies in the case where the Symposium speakers
have already been invited by the Congress.

HYBRID EVENT (For companies taking sessions only)
Please address the sponsorship and exhibition specialist for a price offer.
A hybrid event is a solution that combines a ‘live’ in-person event with a ‘virtual’ online audience. A Hybrid
is a media presentation distributed over the Internet using streaming media technology to distribute a
single content source to many simultaneous listeners/
viewers.
Hybrid events provide the opportunity to reach a larger
audience and provide added exposure and engagement
to your live and your online audience.
The supporter would be able to transmit his session as a
hybrid session during the industry sponsored session.
• Sponsorship support will be recognised on or surrounding
the Hybrid Event screen (as shown below), with
˝Supported by... ˝ and a company logo only, acknowledged
in the Industry Support and Exhibition section of the
programme and with signage during the event.
For the above Meet the expert options, the following applies:
• Special time slots have been designated and will be allocated on a “first come, first served” basis.
• The Sponsors of the relevant Symposia may select speakers and topics.
• The Sponsors, in addition to the Sponsorship fee, must cover all speakers’ expenses, including
registration fees, accommodation and travel expenses. This also applies in the case where the
Symposium speakers have already been invited by the Conference.
• Symposia programmes are subject to approval by the Scientific Committee of the Conference. In case
where the Scientific Committee will disapprove the Symposia programme, a different Symposia
programme can be suggested for the Scientific Committee approval. If eventually no programme will
be approved by the Scientific Committee, each party will be entitled to cancel the Symposia booking
without paying any penalty for the cancellation or for any damages caused by the cancellation to the
other party. Accordingly upon such cancellation neither of the parties will have any claims, demands,
suits, towards the other.
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CONGRESS BAGS (Sole Sponsorship)	

Provided-in-kind

Sponsor will provide the participants’ Congress bags. Congress Bags will be given to each Congress
participant.
• The bag will bear the Congress’ logo and branding
• Sponsorship will be recognised on the bag with: “Supported by...” and a company logo only
• Support will be acknowledged in the industry support and exhibition section of the programme, on the
event website and with signage during the event

INTERNET AREA 					

			



There will be an Internet Area equipped with workstations where attendees may
check E-mails.
• Opportunity to display company logo on screen saver
• Opportunity to display company logo on screen background
• Opportunity to set company home page as default home page
• Support will be acknowledged in the industry support and exhibition section of
the programme, on the event website and with signage during the event

NOTEPADS AND PENS

Provided-in-kind WELCOME RECEPTION
(Sole Sponsorship)
Sponsor will provide the participants’ notepads and
pens, in addition to a sponsorship fee.
• The Notepads and Pens will bear the sponsor’s
name/company logo and will be distributed in the
participants’ Congress bags (design subject to
approval of Scientific Committee)
• Support will be acknowledged in the industry
support and exhibition section of the programme,
on the event website and with signage during the
event
It will be the company’s responsibility to pay
the relevant tax, shipping and any other
extraneous charges.

The opening social event of the Congress will take
place in a relaxed atmosphere where Congress
participants will have the opportunity to greet old
friends and make new ones, and to meet and interact
with Exhibitors and Sponsors. Hospitality and any
activities provided will be in compliance with all
relevant industry codes.
• Sponsor’s logo on sign at the entrance to the event
• Opportunity to provide items bearing company
logo for use at the event
• Support will be acknowledged in the industry
support and exhibition section of the programme,
on the event website and with signage during the
event
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FACULTY DINNER		
(Sole Sponsorship)

COFFEE BREAKS (Per break)

This is an opportunity for the Sponsor to be
associated with a dinner for the International
Scientific and Local Congress Faculty. Hospitality
and any activities provided will be in compliance
with all relevant industry codes.
• Sponsor’s logo printed on function invitation and
menu
• Sponsor’s logo on sign at the entrance to the event
• Sponsor will have the opportunity to distribute
give-aways
• 6 invitations to the Faculty Dinner
• Support will be acknowledged in the industry
support and exhibition section of the programme,
on the event website and with signage during the
event

Coffee will be served during breaks on each day of
Congress sessions. Hospitality provided will be in
compliance with all relevant industry codes.
• Sponsor’s logo on sign at the coffee break area
• Sponsor will be given the opportunity to brand the
napkins
• Support will be acknowledged in the industry
support and exhibition section of the programme,
on the event website and with signage during the
event

HOSPITALITY SUITE 				
NETWORKING EVENT
Price Depending On The Size Of The Room )Sole Sponsorship(
An opportunity to rent a room at the Congress venue
that will be used as a Hospitality Suite. Sponsor will
be able to host and entertain its guests throughout
the Congress. Sponsors will have the option to order
catering at an additional cost. Hospitality provided
will be in compliance with all relevant industry codes.
• Opportunity to brand the hospitality suite
• Acknowledgement on directional signage outside
the suite
• Support will be acknowledged in the industry
support and exhibition section of the programme,
on the event website and with signage during the
event

Sponsor will have the opportunity to promote itself
through a Networking Event on the last evening at
which we expect approx. 800 attendees. Hospitality
and any activities provided will be in compliance
with all relevant industry codes.
• Sponsor’s logo on invitations and menus
• Sponsor’s logo on sign at the entrance to the
Networking Event
• Opportunity to distribute give-aways
• Support will be acknowledged in the industry
support and exhibition section of the programme,
on the event website and with signage during the
event

CONGRESS APP									
(Sole Support)
The Congress App engages attendees with personalised planning tools and real-time event updates.
The App transforms smartphones, tablets and laptops into a tool for active meeting participation, making
it easy for participants to access meeting information they need and to connect with speakers and
colleagues. The App includes the scientific programme, abstracts, speaker info, participant lists, rating/
voting system for sessions/speakers and a personalised scheduler and is easily downloadable from the
App Store and Google Play.
Congress App sponsorship support includes:
• Supporter acknowledgement on the splash/pop-up screen of the app: “Supported by: company name/
logo” (product logo not permitted)
• Signage on site with App QR code and
“Supported by: company name/logo”
(product logo not permitted)
• 2 “push notifications” are included in the
sponsorship package
• Priority listing in the list of conference
exhibitors
• Support will be acknowledged in the Industry
Support and Exhibition section of the
programme, on the event website, and with
signage during the event
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WEBCASTING: KEY EDUCATIONAL SESSIONS AND SYMPOSIUMS
Please address the sponsorship and exhibition specialists for details.
The ability to attend all conferences, or alternatively, all conference sessions, is virtually impossible for
the busy medical professional. Therefore there is a growing need to share knowledge and learning
opportunities beyond the dates of the actual event and high-quality webcasting helps meet this substantial
educational need.
Materials are saved locally, but at the same time, can
be distributed over the web to viewers around the
world via a robust cloud server. Viewers can access
the broadcasts using PCs, tablets or smartphones
live (as streamed video) or later, on-demand as a
webcast.
Kenes offers two types of webcasting options*:
• Video includes a video screen of the speaker
presenter during the session, PowerPoint slides (in
sync with the speaker), and audio
• Digital Imaging includes PowerPoint slides with
audio
Sponsorship support will be recognised on the
home screen with ˝Supported by... ˝ and a company logo only, acknowledged in the Industry
Support and Exhibition section of the programme and with signage during the event.
*Webcasted sessions to be designated by the Conference Planning Group. Supporter will have
no influence on content.

WORLD MAP									
The World Map is a unique touchscreen map of a 2D atlas providing viewers with extra info/data on
conference participants from around the globe. The map is an
interactive experience for participants to connect based on their
geographical origins. The touchscreen display can be placed in
a central location at the conference venue and serves as an
information and communications tool, ideal for enhancing
participant networking.
Sponsorship support will be recognised on or surrounding
the World Map screen, with ˝Supported by... ˝ and a company
logo only, acknowledged in the Industry Support and
Exhibition section of the programme and with signage
during the event.

Wi-Fi LANDING PAGE							
The participants will need to surf through a landing page in order to use the congress Wi-Fi.
The landing page will state : Supported by Company name + Logo,
Supporter will be able to add an advertisement and a hyperlink according to compliance regulations
Sponsorship support will be acknowledged in the Industry Support and Exhibition section of the
programme and with signage during the event.
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ADVERTISEMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Advertisements in printed material are subject to EACCME Regulations
PROGRAMME				

Inside back page / Inside page

The Programme will be distributed in Geneva in the Congress bags to all participants. Advertisements
can be purchased for the back cover, inside back and inside page.
• Support will be recognised in the Industry Support and Exhibition section of the programme, on the
event website, and with signage during the event.

PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL / BAG INSERT		
Inclusions of a 1 page insert in the participants’ Congress bags. Please note that the material should be
provided by Sponsor and must be approved by the Congress Secretariat.
• Support will be recognised in the Industry Support and Exhibition section of the programme, on the
event website, and with signage during the event

MINI PROGRAMME	
Exclusive acknowledgement in this pocket size, useful Congress overview.
This item will be distributed to all participants.
• Support will be acknowledged as: ˝Supported by... ˝ and a company logo only, location within the mini
programme will be advised according to compliance regulations
Support will be recognised in the Industry Support and Exhibition section of the programme, on
the event website, and with signage during the event.
PROMOTIONAL MAILSHOT
• The sponsor will send a designed mailshot which will be sent by the congress organisers to the pre
registered participants who agreed to receive information from the congress.
Support will be acknowledged in the industry support and exhibition section of the programme,
on the event website and with signage during the event
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INSERT AND DISPLAY MATERIALS
Please note that all materials entering the venue incur a handling charge. This includes materials
for inserts and display.
In order to receive a price quote for handling and to assure arrival of your materials, please be
sure to complete the “Pre-Advise” form included in the shipping instructions when you receive
either the Exhibition or Symposia Technical Manuals.

SPECIAL REQUESTS
In addition, we are willing to tailor a package to suit your objectives. All Social Events, Lunches
and Coffee Breaks are available for Sponsorship. Please feel free to contact the Sponsorship
Office to discuss your needs.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Please note that all Sponsors and Exhibitors will be acknowledged in the Programme, on the
Sponsors’ Acknowledgement Board at the Congress and on the Congress website.
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EXHIBITION
The commercial/technical Exhibition will be held at the Palexpo in Geneva. The floor plan has
been designed to maximise Exhibitors’ exposure to the delegates. All spaces will be allocated
based on the reservations received, on a first come, first served basis.
SPACE ONLY RENTAL (Minimum of 12 sqm)
The price for space only per square meter. This includes:
• Refreshments and lunch for registered exhibitors
• Exhibitors’ badges
• 100 word company / product profile in the Programme
• Cleaning of public areas and gangways
• Invitation to the Welcome Reception for registered exhibitors
SHELL SCHEME RENTAL (Minimum of 9 sqm)
The price for shell scheme per square meter.
This includes:
• Refreshments and lunch for registered exhibitors
• Exhibitors’ badges
• Shell scheme frame, basic lighting
• Fascia panel with standard lettering
• 100 word company / product profile in the Programme
• Cleaning of public areas and gangways
• Invitation to the Welcome Reception for registered exhibitors

Shell Scheme Stand sketch
For Illustration only

Space only / shell scheme rental does not include any furniture, electrical usage or stand
cleaning. All these services and others will be available to order in the Exhibitors’ Technical
Manual.
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ALLOCATION OF EXHIBITION SPACE

Space Allocation will be made on a “first come, first served” basis. A completed Exhibition
Booking Form and Contract should be faxed / emailed to ensure reservation of a desired location.
Upon receipt of the Exhibition Booking Form and Contract, space will be confirmed and an
invoice will be mailed. Please note that three alternative choices should be clearly indicated on
the application form. Space allocations will be made in the order in which application forms with
payment are received.

EXHIBITOR REGISTRATION

All Exhibitors are required to be registered and will receive a badge displaying the exhibiting
company name. Two exhibitor badges will be given for the first 9 square metres booked and
one additional badge for each 9 square metres thereafter. Any additional exhibitors will be
charged an exhibitor registration fee. Companies can purchase a maximum number of exhibitor
registrations as follows:
Booths of up to 60 sqm – 15 exhibitor registrations
Booths larger than 60 sqm – 25 exhibitor registrations
Exhibitor registrations allow access to the exhibition area only and shall be used by company
staff only. An exhibitor registration form will be included in the Exhibitor’s Manual.
As a new benefit and in order to meet the needs of exhibitors, all exhibiting companies
will be offered free staff registrations granting them full access to all lecture halls.
The number of free access badges is according to sponsorship level.

EXHIBITORS’ TECHNICAL MANUAL

An Exhibitors’ Technical Manual outlining all technical aspects of exhibiting will be circulated 3
months prior to the Congress. It will include the following:
• Technical details about the Venue
• Final exhibition details and information
• Contractor details
• Services available to exhibitors and order forms

EXHIBITOR PROFILE

A 100-word Exhibitor Company/Product profile will be published in the list of exhibitors in the
official Programme or Exhibition Booklet the exhibitors will be requested to upload their profile
and logos to the exhibitors portal.

BAR CODES

PLEASE NOTE: At the EAPS 2016 Congress, there will be bar codes to enable you to keep
track of participants who visit your exhibition booth. In order to provide accurate and useful
information, we need to receive the full mailing address of every participant you register to the
Congress. We appreciate your cooperation.

For an updated Floorplan, please visit http://www.paediatrics.kenes.com/
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION FOR SPONSORS
AND EXHIBITORS
APPLICATION FOR SPONSORSHIP / EXHIBITION
Applications for Sponsorship and Exhibition must be made in writing with the enclosed booking
enquiry form to:
Noa Freilich Pollack
EAPS 2016
Kenes International
Rue Francois-Versonnex 7, 1207 Geneva, Switzerland
Tel: +41 22 908 0488 Ext. 900, Fax: +41 22 732 2850 Email: nfreilich@kenes.com

CONTRACTS & CONFIRMATION
Application for Sponsorship:
Once a Sponsorship Booking Form is received a contract will be sent to you for signature with
an accompanying invoice. This contract should be signed and returned with a 60% deposit
payment to the Sponsorship. Upon receipt of the Sponsorship Booking Form the organiser will
reserve the items listed in it. Completion of the Booking Form by the Sponsor shall be considered
as a commitment to purchase the items.
Terms and Conditions of Sponsorship are included in this Prospectus and will be included in
the Sponsorship agreement.
Application for Exhibition:
Once an Exhibition Booking Form is received a confirmation of exhibition will be mailed to you
with an accompanying invoice.
The Terms and Conditions of exhibiting are included in this Prospectus. Please note that signing
of the EXHIBITION BOOKING FORM AND CONTRACT indicates acceptance of these Terms
and Conditions. The Exhibition Booking Form will be held as a valid liable contract, by which
both parties will be bound.
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SPONSORSHIP AND EXHIBITION BOOKING FORM
BOOKING FORM
Please complete all details and send to:
Noa Freilich Pollack
EAPS 2016
Kenes International, Rue Francois-Versonnex 7, 1207 Geneva, Switzerland
Tel: +41 22 908 0488 Ext. 900, Fax: +41 22 732 2850 Email: nfreilich@kenes.com
We herby confirm that we wish to reserve the below items for the below specified amounts
under the specified terms and conditions.
CONTACT NAME: 											
COMPANY NAME: 											
ADDRESS: 						
CITY: 						
POST / ZIP CODE: 					
COUNTRY: 						
TELEPHONE: 						
FAX: 						
EMAIL: 						
WEBSITE: 						
VAT NUMBER: 					

I would like to book the following Sponsorship Items:
EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
Item

Price (+VAT)



Unrestricted Educational Grant
Abstract CD-ROM/USB
E-Poster Area
E-Book
Total Amount (please complete)
PROMOTIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
Item

Price (+VAT)

Plenary Industry Sponsored Symposium
Parallel Industry Sponsored Symposium
Meet the Expert Session
Hybrid event

Please approach sponsorship
contact

Congress Bags (Sole Sponsorship)

Provided in Kind

Internet Area
Notepads and Pens

Provided in Kind

Welcome Reception (Sole Sponsorship)
Webcasting

Please approach sponsorship
contact
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PROMOTIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
Item

Price (+VAT)



Mobile application
World Map
WiFi Landing page
Mail Blasts
Faculty Dinner (Sole Sponsorship)
Coffee Breaks

Per break

Hospitality Suite
Networking Event (Sole Sponsorship)
Total Amount (please complete)
ADVERTISING OPPORTUNITIES
Item

Price (+VAT)



Programme
Mini Programme
Promotional Material
Promotional Mailshot
Total Amount (please complete)

Choice

Stand
Number

EXHIBITION SPACE
Space only ________ /
Shell Scheme _________

No. of Square
Total Price
Meters

Choice # 1
Choice # 2
Choice # 3
Total Amount
(please complete)

Special notes:
Please indicate if your stand must be located adjacent to or opposite the following companies,
or if special configuration is needed: 									
Provisional Booking – The item will be released if not confirmed within 14 days
Please call me to discuss our support package
Please send me a contract and first deposit invoice
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TERMS OF PAYMENT
60% upon receipt first invoice
40% upon receipt second invoice- 4 months prior to the congress
All payments must be received before the start date of the Congress.
Should the Sponsor fail to complete payments prior to the commencement of the Congress the
Organiser will be entitled to cancel the reservation while cancellation will be subject to cancellation
fees as determined below.

PAYMENT METHODS
Option 1:
Payment by cheque. Please make cheque payable to:
			Kenes International
			
Organisers of Congresses Ltd., EAPS 2016 congress, Geneva
Option 2:
Payment by Bank Transfer. Please make drafts payable to:
			Kenes International
			
Organisers of Congresses Ltd., EAPS 2016 Congress, Geneva
Bank Account:
Credit Suisse Bank Geneva, 1211 Geneva 70, Switzerland
Swift No:		CRESCHZZ12A
Account Number: 0251-693980-52-752
IBAN Code:		
CH41 0483 5069 3980 5275 2
Bank charges are the responsibility of the payer
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CANCELLATION /MODIFICATION POLICY:
Cancellation / modification of Sponsorship items must be made in writing to:
Noa Freilich Pollack
EAPS 2016
Kenes International, Rue Francois-Versonnex 7, 1207 Geneva, Switzerland
Tel: +41 22 908 0488 Ext. 900, Fax: +41 22 732 2850 Email: nfreilich@kenes.com
The organisers shall retain:
• 10% of the agreed package amount if the cancellation/ modification is made before
January 21, 2016, inclusive
• 50% of the agreed package amount if the cancellation/ modification is made between
January 22 and May 21, 2016, inclusive
• 100% of the agreed package amount if the cancellation/ modification is made after
May 22, 2016
**Please ensure that your VAT number appear on the booking form, in order to allow
VAT reclaim.

VAT INFORMATION
VAT (Subject to Change)
All Supporter prices are exclusive of VAT, and are subject to VAT at the local rate which will
be added to the invoice.
Where applicable VAT fees can be claimed through:
Mr. Richard Asquith
TH/IF VAT Services Managing Director
Tel (Work): +44 (0) 870 067 8881
Mobile:
+44 (0) 79 777 23645
Email: richard.asquith@tmf-group.com
Dolphin House’ 2-5 Manchester Street
Brighton BN2 1TF, United Kingdom
We accept the contract terms and conditions (listed in this Support and Exhibition
Prospectus) and agree to abide by the Guidelines for Industry Participation for the
Congress.
I am authorised to sign this form on behalf of the applicant/Company.
Signature: 						 Date : 					
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TERMS AND CONDITION

These terms are the contractual agreement between the Organiser and the Exhibiting / Sponsoring
Firm (Exhibitor/s / Sponsor/s).
Application to Participate
Application to participate will be considered only if submitted
on the appropriate forms, duly completed. Registration will
be confirmed insofar as space is available. Applicants will
be informed in writing of the acceptance or refusal of their
application. In case of refusal, all payments shall be fully
refunded. In case of acceptance Sponsor/Exhibitor will be
bound by the Terms and Conditions listed in the prospectus
and/or contractual agreement.
Obligations and Rights of the Exhibitor/Sponsor
Registration implies full acceptance by the Exhibitors/Sponsor
of the exhibition / Sponsorship regulations. Any infringement
of these regulations may lead to immediate withdrawal of the
right to participate in the Conference without compensation
or refund of sums already paid, and without prejudice to the
Exhibitor/Sponsor.
By submitting an application to participate, the Exhibitor /
Sponsor make a final and irrevocable commitment to occupy
the space /items allocated and to maintain his/her installation
until the date and time fixed for closure of the event.
The Exhibitor/Sponsor may only present on his/her stand or
space the materials, products or services described in the
application to participate.
No advertising on behalf of firms not exhibiting is permitted
in any form whatsoever. Transfer or sub-letting of all or part
of the allocated spaces is prohibited.
Obligation and Rights of Organiser
The Organiser undertakes to allocate exhibition space/
Sponsorship items space as far as possible on the basis of
the preference expressed by applicants. Application will be
considered in order of receipt of application forms accompanied
by payment.
The Organiser reserves the right, in case of absolute necessity,
to modify the positioning of stands, with no obligation to
provide compensation to Exhibitors/Sponsor. The Organiser
reserves the right to offer to a different firm any stand, space
or Sponsorship item that has not been occupied by the event
of the opening of the Conference, with no obligation to provide
compensation to the defaulting Exhibitor / Sponsor.
Liability Insurance
Equipment and all related display materials installed by
Exhibitors / Sponsor are not insured by the Organiser, and
the organiser under no circumstances be liable for any loss,
damage or destruction caused to equipment, goods or
property belonging to Exhibitors / Sponsor. The Exhibitor /
Sponsor agrees to be responsible for his property and person
and for the property and persons of his employees and agents
and for any third party who may visit his space through full
and comprehensive insurance, and shall hold harmless the
Organiser for any and all damage claims arising from theft
and those perils usually covered by a fire and extendedcoverage policy.
Exhibition Regulations
The Exhibition Manager, acting under direction of the
Organising Committee, has the final decision as to the
acceptability of displays. Exhibitors are not to share with
others any space allotted to them without prior written consent
by the Exhibition Manager.
The Organiser reserves the right to alter the general layout
or limit the space allotted to each Exhibitor / Sponsor, postpone
the exhibition or transfer it to another site if unforeseen
circumstances warrant such action. Should any contingency
prevent the holding of the exhibition, the Organiser will not
be held liable for expenses incurred other than the cost of
exhibit space rental fees.

All exhibits are to be displayed so as to avoid blocking aisles,
obstructing adjoining booths, damaging the premises or the
leased equipment. Exhibitors are kindly requested to allow
sufficient see-through areas, which ensure clear views of
surrounding exhibits.
In standard booths, height is restricted to 246cm. Exhibitors
are responsible for the cost and execution of the design,
installation and delivery of their display to (and its removal
from) the exhibition site.
Flammable materials are not to be used. Equipment displayed
or demonstrated must be installed with strict adherence to
safety measures.
Exhibitors undertake to observe the timetable designated for
completion of their display before the exhibition opening and
its dismantling at the close of the exhibition. No dismantling
or packing of the display before the designated hour. It is the
Exhibitor’s responsibility to pack and remove or consign for
shipment all items of value prior to leaving their exhibit
unattended, otherwise the Organiser will arrange for their
removal at the Exhibitor’s risk and expenses.
Exhibitors are obliged to ensure that their stands are
permanently staffed during the exhibition opening hours.
Payment is to be made in accordance with the conditions of
payment listed in the prospectus.
Should the Exhibitor /Sponsor fail to make a payment on
time, the Organiser is entitled to terminate the contract,
withdraw confirmation of acceptance, make other arrangements
for the stand/ Sponsorship items or seek compensation for
non-fulfilment of contract.
Participation by Exhibitors/Sponsor is dependent upon
compliance with all rules, regulations and conditions stated
herein.
Access to the exhibition is authorised on presentation of a
badge issued by the Organiser. Exhibitors’ badges will not
be mailed in advance and may be collected from the Exhibition
Manager’s desk.
The Organiser ensures daily cleaning of the aisles. Exhibitors
/Sponsor are responsible for the cleaning of their stands.
The provision of refreshments for the participants by Exhibitors
is only permitted if the catering regulations of the exhibition
building concerned are observed.
Exhibition areas and fittings made available to Exhibitors
must be handed back in their original condition. In case of
damage or loss of equipment provided, or damage to areas
occupied, repair and replacement will be charged to the
Exhibitor.
Any special decoration or fittings must be submitted to the
Organiser for prior authorisation.
Advertising panels and display are not permitted outside the
exhibition areas allotted to Exhibitors.
The Organiser will not approve stands, which do not comply
with the accepted standards, until the necessary changes
have been made.
Code of Practice
It is the Exhibitor’s / Sponsor’s responsibility to comply with
the local authority’s regulations, EFPIA (European Federation
of Pharmaceuticals Industries & Associations)
www.efpia.eu and IFMPA (International Federation of
Pharmaceutical Manufacturers & Associations)
www.ifpma.org Code of Practice on the Promotion of
Medicines. Failure to comply with these regulations may not
be used as a ground to declare the contract void. Failure to
comply with the Rules and Regulations will not expose the
Organiser to any suits, demands by the Sponsor/Exhibitor/
any third party.
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